Because Simple is Better
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ENJOY…

YOU DESERVE IT!

Softub – a hot tub made to deliver stress-free quality time, offering
tranquility to mind, body, and soul, creating a harmonious place for
rest and relaxation and soothing the body to help relieve the pressures of
everyday life.
Relaxing in your Softub allows you the chance to
rejuvenate tired muscles, using systematically organized water jets
that pamper the body with healing, invigorating massage.
Underwater LED lighting creates a soothing environment in which
you can lose yourself in an oasis of respite and wellbeing.
Enjoy pampering that makes a difference – anytime, anywhere.

TAKE
A BREAK
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SOFTUB
THE GO-ANYWHERE SPA
Softub has ushered in a new era in relaxation. Softubs are light,
portable, comfortable, and environmentally friendly. Whether inside
or outdoors, a Softub can transform your favorite place into an oasis
of relaxation!
Inside Softub Spas’ deceptively simple appearance is a bounty of
technological innovations, including its unique, soft-but-remarkably
durable wall construction and its ingenious heat recovery system
that keeps water at an ideal temperature using a standard 120V
15 amp outlet!

RELAXATION

FOR THE BODY AND THE MIND
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5.APPEARANCE
Softubs are available in six designer exterior colors
that complement any décor.

6. EVERYTHING’S INCLUDED

SIX REASONS TO OWN

With purchase, you get the Softub hot tub,

SOFTUB

Hydromate Power Pak, Sealed High Density
Insulated Cover, Underwater Illumination &
Therapy Seat (300+only), your choice of exterior
decorator colors, and a 5-year limited warranty.

COMPLEMENTS ANY DÉCOR
1. Portable

2. WEATHER RESISTANT

Light, simple to use, and simple to install, Softubs are

No matter the weather – sun, rain, frost, or snow –

the most portable hot tubs in the world; you are never

Softub hot tubs’ LeatherTex™ exterior is created for

limited to one location.

long life.

3. Energy Efficient

4. COMFORTABLE

Softub’s Heat Recovery Technology incorporates the

Softubs are unsurpassed in comfort and convenience!

pump motor and heating into a single Hydromate Unit.

The soft but stable design of the Polybond interior

The excess heat from the motor is used to heat the filtra-

provides comfort for any position.

tedwater, keeping energy consumption to a minimum.

BODY &
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SOUL

HOT TUB
WELLNESS

With regular use, Softub can bring more vitality into your life. The warm water

Depending on the focus of the individually

massage encourages blood circulation and can activate the body’s own

adjustable massage jets, your Softub Hot Tub can

natural healing powers. Massage doesn’t just relieve tension – it also aids

provide effective hydrotherapy – preventing

the recovery process for stressed body parts. A soak in a Softub helps to

and treating physical ailments.

release endorphins, naturally reduces pain, and encourages
feelings of happiness.
DISCLAIMER:
The heat raises the body temperature, allowing blood vessels to expand

Water has become its own personal spokesman for

and absorb more oxygen. Soaking in warm water helps to keep the skin’s

stress relief and exercise fun. With the current trend

blood vessels and the connective tissues elastic and healthy. The particular

for alternative medicine on the up, our brochure

physical advantages to submerging the body in water are optimized, as

suggests ways to solve even the slightest problems

total body weight is reduced by approximately30 %. The apparent

you face in your everyday life.

weightlessness can also help treatment against chronic and rheumatic diseases,
alleviating pressure on joints and soothing sore muscles.

We do not, however, associate our brochure as
a medical report. We have found this information to

A soak in a Softub stimulates metabolism and can improve general

be helpful, but we do not intend to give personal

health. This “home therapy” can also treat conditions such as insomnia

medical advice. Our information was researched

and stress and help you get a good night’s sleep.

FOR THE SAKE OF

YOUR HEALTH

internally, and we hope it will be beneficial. If
you have any questions regarding our information
presented, please ask your health care provider. If
there is any emergency, call 911 immediately.
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MORE THAN JUST A

HOT TUB
Spending more time with the family and friends is a resolution
that’s often forgotten as a result of lack of time or ideas. A Softub
allows you to relax with your family, requiring no planning or
stress. You and your family can enjoy being together
from the comfort of your own home.
A Softub Hot Tub is an ideal meeting place for the whole
family for fun and laughter, any time, any day, in any weather.

A PARADISE

FOR CHILDREN, TOO
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THE

ENVIRONMENTALLY

ECO-ADVANTAGE

FRIENDLY

Hydromate

SMARTCHIP

The Hydromate® contains the unit’s pump, motor,

Intelligent technology: with the Smartchip, Softub hot

and heating system. Thanks to the clever arrangement

tubs maintain the set temperature on the control panel

of these technical components, a Softub’s water is heated

by turning the pump on and off automatically. The built

using the motor’s excess heat. This environmentally-

in safety mechanism prevents the tub from overheating

friendly process reduces power consumption to about

if there’s a problem with the temperature sensors as well as

1 kWh – less than a microwave uses to heat a meal.

prevents the pump from turning on if the temperature is too
high. The Smartchip also prevents the pump from turning
on if the voltage is too low and could damage the pump.

ENERGY EFFICIENT
Because it can be plugged into any standard 120V,
15 amp outlet and in light of the design of the
Hydromate system, the Softub is the most energyefficient hot tub, gallon for gallon. The sealed, high
density insulated cover keeps the heat from escaping
when not in use. A Softub spa can be kept at 104 and
used for 20 minutes every day for an average cost of
less than $10 per month*!

* LESS THAN $10 PER MONTH! Softub hot tubs are remarkably
inexpensive to operate. The calculations are based upon California
Energy Commission protocol, using a 220 Softub every day for 20
minutes, with jets on. The water temperature was maintained at
102° F at all times, with an outdoor ambient temperature at 60° F
or lower. Using the national average cost of electricity.
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REASSURINGLY
SECURE
Thermo-Cover

RELAXATION

Even when not in use, your Softub will stay secure
and energy-efficient. A special cover protects the

AT THE TOUCH OF A BUTTON

unused hot tub from debris and pollution. The
cover’s excellent thermal insulation also prevents
heat and fluid loss; the water temperature will only
decease slightly, and any condensation formed will
go straight back into the tub.

LEDs
Underwater LEDs are integrated into the Softub

userfriendly control panel, all hot tub models can be

300+, allowing you to create an inviting atmosphere.

turned on or off very simply.

Whether you choose a warm orange, a nautical blue,
a vitalizing green, or a stimulating gradient, Softub LED

Security seal
To prevent unauthorized usage, Softub has developed
a system with four locking points; when not in

Hydrojets

lighting offers individual lighting to suit any mood.

use, the strong straps are secured with safety clips
to keep the hot tub closed. It can then be locked

Hydrojets are specialized massage jets activated on

Control panel

the control panel, allowing you to precisely define the

The control panel allows you to set the water

to target. This guarantees you a massage exactly

temperature, jet intensity, and light effect. With a

tailored to your individual needs.

intensity of the massage and the body part you wish

with a customizable code.
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WEATHER-RESISTANT &

COMFORTABLE
POLYBOND®
The interior of the Softub is made from Polybond. Originally
developed for furnishing space capsules, the material is characterized
by its excellent thermal insulation and low weight. Polybond also
offers great structural stability but still remains soft, offering comfort
in sitting and lounging positions across the hot tub.

LEATHERTEX®

FINALLY…
A SPA MADE WITH YOU

POSSIBILITIES
Any time, any place
Whether in your yard or in your home, during
spring, summer, fall, or winter, Softub offers you
the possibility of relaxing whenever you want.
Whether you enjoy a soak indoors or outdoors,
enjoy the freedom that Softub gives you.

The feeling of luxury

The outer casing of the Softub is made from LeatherTex, a
material sourced from premium yacht construction and so noted

Hot tubs are one of the ultimate luxuries. With

for its great durability and weather resistance. It easily withstands

Softub, you can turn any space into the sanctuary

UV radiation, scorching summers, and harsh winters. The elegant
leather look also adds a touch of style to any room or garden.

of your dreams.
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SIMPLE
aS 1, 2, 3

SOFTUB
MODELS
T140

T220

T300

Capacity

1-2 People

3-4 People

5-6 People

Jets

4

5

7

Outside diameter

59 inches

71 inches

78 inches

Water capacity

140 Gallons

220 Gallons

300 Gallons

Tub weight

50 Lbs.

65 Lbs.

80 Lbs.

Motor pak

37 Lbs.

37 Lbs.

37 Lbs.

Lid weight

20 Lbs.

25 Lbs.

30 Lbs.

Filled weight

1445 Lbs.

2119 Lbs.

2725 Lbs.

Inner shell

Polybond Foam

Polybond Foam

Polybond Foam

Upholstery

LeatherTex

LeatherTex

LeatherTex

Marine-Grade Vinyl

Marine-Grade Vinyl

Marine-Grade Vinyl

120V

120V

120V

1. rOLL
Roll your spa into position. Your Softub can be rolled
through any standard door or yard gate with ease.

2. ConNECT
Once you place your Softub where you want it,
simply connect the Hydromate with just a few turns
of a screwdriver.

(tub, lid, pak & water)

3. FILL
Fill with water and connect to any standard 120V,
15 amp outlet.

Voltage

Then enjoy your oasis of relaxation.

exterior color

interior color
Forest
Green

Almond

CAMEL

charcoal

MOChA

Port

Sapphire

forest

Port
PEARL

Blue

Saphire
Blue
Black
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THE

SAFETY-

COMPANY

TESTED

Quality for more than 25 years

All domestic Softub hot tubs are built to meet or exceed
Electric Spa, Equipment Assembly, and Associated

Softub was founded in 1981 by Tom Thornbury

Equipment standards, and Softub is certified by ETL.

in Los Angeles, California. Production of Softub hot

Softubs are also manufactured in accordance with the

tubs is done exclusively in the U.S., with all finished

American National Standard for Portable Spas (ANSI/

products subject to strict international quality controls.

NSPI-6 1999), and Softub covers meet or exceed ASTM

Softubs are distributed in the U.S. and throughout

F 1346-91, the standard performance specifications for

the world.

safety covers and labeling requirements for all covers for
spas and hot tubs. In addition, Softubs have received
documentation from the California Energy Commission
(CEC) as being the most energy-efficient hot tub, gallon
for gallon.

www.softub.com

Dealer information

Go ahead…

you know you deserve it!

Softub USA • 13495 Gregg Street • Poway, California • 92064 • 1-888-SOFTUB8 (888-763-8828) • www.softub.com

